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Abstract:Vietnam蒺s claims to sovereignty and rights over the South China Sea
(SCS) fall into two categories: claims to sovereignty over SCS insular features, and
claims to rights and jurisdiction over SCS maritime space. The Vietnamese govern鄄
ment issued two white papers in 1979 and 1982 respectively, and one document in A鄄
pril 1988. The main ideas of these three documents have been maintained to become
the basis for Vietnam蒺s claims to sovereignty over some insular features in the SCS.
The SCS maritime space which Vietnam claims includes two types: first, maritime
space around the so鄄called “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands;冶 second, exclusive e鄄
conomic zones and continental shelves calculated according to the territorial sea base鄄
line drawn based on its mainland, which generate claims to part of the SCS maritime
space. This article attempts to outline Vietnam蒺s claims to SCS insular features and
maritime space as well as the bases of its claims.
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玉. Introduction
Vietnam蒺s claims to sovereignty and rights over the South China Sea (SCS) fall
into two categories: claims to sovereignty over SCS insular features (the Xisha Islands
and Nansha Islands, which are named “Hoang Sa Islands冶 and “Truong Sa Islands冶
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by Vietnamese), and claims to rights and jurisdiction over part of the SCS maritime
space.
The SCS insular features and maritime space studied herein are limited to insular
features and maritime space with relevance to China in the SCS, and do not include
any area over which Vietnam has disputes with Cambodia and Thailand concerning
insular features or maritime space in the SCS. The SCS in general reference may also
include the Gulf of Thailand, and the waters east of the Malay Peninsula; but the
scope of the SCS in this study is approximately equivalent to the part of the SCS en鄄
closed by the “U鄄Shaped Line冶 in the Chinese map.
A. Vietnam蒺s Claims to Sovereignty over Some SCS Insular Features
and the Bases of Its Claims
摇 摇 Vietnam蒺s claims to sovereignty over SCS insular features are primarily focused
on China蒺s Xisha and Nansha Islands. Vietnam (referring to Vietnam under the gov鄄
ernment of the Communist Party of Vietnam) started to officially raise claims to the
Xisha and Nansha Islands from 1975, while earlier high鄄ranking officials of the Viet鄄
namese government had, on public and official occasions, recognized that the Xisha
and Nansha Islands belong to China. To this end, the Vietnamese government issued
two white papers in 1979 and 1982 respectively, which elaborated its claims to sover鄄
eignty over the Xisha and Nansha Islands and the theoretical basis of such claims.
Another document concerning “ Hoang Sa & Truong Sa Islands and International
Law冶 was issued in April 1988, which maintained the ideas of the previous two white
papers. Although no similar documents have been issued by the Vietnamese govern鄄
ment since then, the main ideas of the above鄄mentioned three documents ( namely
the two white papers issued in 1979 and 1982 respectively and the document issued
in 1988) have been maintained and extended constantly by the Vietnamese govern鄄
ment in its propanda. By far, the Vietnamese government and scholars still draw on
the above three documents for their views on the “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶.
B. Vietnam蒺s Claims to Maritime Space in the SCS and
the Bases of Its Claims
摇 摇 Vietnam has also raised claims to rights and jurisdiction over part of the SCS
maritime space, which mainly fall into two categories. The first includes the maritime
space around the “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands. 冶 The baselines of which have
not been publicized by Vietnam yet. However, Vietnam declared that the “Hoang Sa
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and Truong Sa Islands冶 might be entitled to territorial sea, contiguous zone, exclu鄄
sive economic zone and continental shelf in its statements of 12 May 1977 and of 12
November 1982; therefore, it has always been possible for Vietnam to proclaim the
territorial sea baseline for the “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶, and Vietnam will
do so at any time according to its own needs.
The second includes exclusive economic zones and continental shelves calculated
according to the territorial sea baseline drawn by Vietnam based on its mainland,
which generates claims to some SCS maritime space. Vietnam publicized its territorial
sea baseline on 12 November 1982 and made its submissions on the delimitation of
the SCS continental shelf twice to the United Nations Commission on the Limits of the
Continental Shelf in May 2009. The maritime space which Vietnam has claimed in
line with the exclusive economic zone and continental shelf principle would probably
overlap with China蒺s within the “U鄄Shaped Line冶 in the SCS.
The study is divided into three parts: 1. Vietnam蒺s claims to “Hoang Sa and
Truong Sa Islands冶 and the bases of its claims; 2. Vietnam蒺s claims to part of the
SCS maritime space and its theoretical basis; 3. Appendix: relevant documents.
域. Vietnam蒺s Claims to Sovereignty over Some SCS
Insular Features and the Legal Basis of Its Claims
摇 摇 Vietnam claims sovereignty over the Xisha and Nansha Islands, and has already
controlled nearly 30 insular features of the latter archipelago.
Vietnam蒺s claims to sovereignty over the Xisha and Nansha Islands partly rest on
the “ theoretical basis冶 inherited from the former South Vietnamese regime and the
French colonial government, as epitomized by the two white papers concerning the
Xisha and Nansha Islands issued by the Vietnamese Ministry of Foreign Affairs on 28
September 1979 and 18 January 1982 respectively and the document concerning “Ho鄄
ang Sa & Truong Sa Islands and International Law冶 issued in April 1988. Since the
normalization of Sino鄄Vietnamese relations in the early 1990s, the Vietnamese gov鄄
ernment has never issued any official document like those of 1979, 1982 or 1988 to
advance its claims to sovereignty over SCS insular features; however, the main ideas
and bases of the above鄄mentioned three documents (issued in 1979, 1982 and 1988
respectively) have been maintained ever since the 1990s, which, through constant
propaganda, have resulted in an infinitely reasonable “national consensus冶 in Viet鄄
nam on its claims to sovereignty over SCS islands, and such claims are also widely
known in the world.
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A. Bases of “ Inherited冶 Rights: France-South Vietnam-Vietnam
Prior to 1975, the Viet Com government publicly acknowledged that the Xisha
and Nansha Islands are Chinese territories, which position was clarified in a formal
letter from Vietnamese Prime Minister to China (namely Pham Van Dong蒺s Diplomatic
Note), which was once published by the Chinese government, but is receiving less
and less mention by Vietnam.
From the 1950s, the South Vietnamese government based in Saigon started to
raise claims to the Xisha and Nansha Islands and gradually occupied some islands;
after the war fought between South Vietnam and China (Mainland) in January 1974
on the Xisha Islands, South Vietnam no longer occupied any other insular feature of
the archipelago, but expanded its occupation of the Nansha Islands, thus paving the
way for Vietnam under the Viet Com government to occupy islands in this archipela鄄
go. Before its demise in 1975, the South Vietnamese government (Saigon) issued a
white paper concerning the Xisha and Nansha Islands, of which the theoretical basis
was inherited by the later Vietnamese government. 髆
Vietnam under the government of the Viet Com began to publicly and officially
raise claims to the sovereignty over the Xisha and Nansha Islands after 1975. Viet鄄
nam then controlled no island of the Xisha Islands but many of the Nansha Islands,
which were “taken over冶 from the former South Vietnam during the process of reuni鄄
fication in April 1975. The legal bases of its claims to SCS islands, namely the Xisha
and Nansha Islands, were mainly found in the two white papers (issued in 1979 and
1982 respectively) and the document (1988 ) issued by the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of Vietnam. Since then, no similar documents have been issued by the
Vietnamese government, but the main ideas and bases of the above鄄mentioned three
28
髆 The Chinese version of the white paper is cited from Dai Kelai and Tong Li eds., A Collection of
Vietnam蒺s Data Related to the Sovereignty over the Paracel and Spratly Islands, Zhengzhou:
Henan People蒺s Publishing House, 1991, pp. 1 ~ 51. (in Chinese)
documents have been maintained. 髇
The claims of Vietnam (or the Socialist Republic of Vietnam) to sovereignty o鄄
ver the Xisha and Nansha Islands, as epitomized by the white paper issued by the
South Vietnamese government in 1975, are partly a carryover of the “ theoretical ba鄄
sis冶 on which South Vietnam (or the Republic of Vietnam) used to raise its claims
for both archipelagos. In addition, a special issue titled A Survey of Hoang Sa and
Truong Sa Islands was published by a quarterly journal History & Geology (Vol. 29,
Jan. 鄄Mar., 1975, Saigon), which, including 16 articles illustrated with maps and
photocopies, was a collection of South Vietnam蒺s arguments and “evidentiary materi鄄
als冶 concerning the ownership of the Xisha and Nansha Islands in an attempt to refute
the basis of China蒺s claim to sovereignty. 髈
The bases of South Vietnam蒺s claims to the Xisha and Nansha Islands were in
effect inherited from the French ( colonial) government. France started colonization
in Indochina in the mid鄄19th century, which included territories of today蒺s Vietnam,
Laos and Cambodia. In the 1930s, the French colonial government in Indochina oc鄄
cupied a bunch of SCS insular features, which was protested by the Chinese govern鄄
ment of the time ( i. e., the government ruled by Kuomingtang), followed by diplo鄄
matic negotiations between the two countries. One of the bases that the French gov鄄
ernment appealed to during the process of bilateral negotiations was that the insular
features occupied by France belonged to Vietnam, because Vietnam once sent Hoang
Sa and Truong Sa Fleets there and relevant royal decrees were also made by a Viet鄄
namese emperor. 髉 Therefore, it was inferred by France that the occupied insular fea鄄
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The Chinese version of the two white papers and the document of 1988 are cited from Dai Kelai
and Tong Li eds., A Collection of Vietnam蒺s Data Related to the Sovereignty over the Paracel and
Spratly Islands, Zhengzhou: Henan People蒺s Publishing House, 1991, pp. 53 ~ 117 ( in Chi鄄
nese). In August 1988, Vietnam published Military History: About Hoang Sa and Truong Sa
Islands, a collection of 25 articles and several maps, in which it refuted China蒺s views and ex鄄
pounded its own (reported by Hanoi Station of Xinhua News Agency on 3 August 1988). In
1985, an article titled Hoang Sa Occupation and Collusion between Washington and Beijing,
written by a former Vietnamese brigadier general, Nguy n Kinh Thi俸n, who had a better under鄄
standing of the conflict over the Xisha Islands in 1974, was published in the Vietnamese jour鄄
nal Motherland, Volume 8. See the Chinese translation in War of Xisha by Lin Minghua,
which was published in Vols. 3-4 of Newsletter of China Society for Southeast Asian Studies in
1988. In addition, for the information on Vietnam, see Xiang Dong, Vietnam蒺s Declaration and
Studies on the Attribution of Xisha and Nansha Islands, Newsletter of China Society for South鄄
east Asian Studies, No. 1, 2004. (in Chinese)
Ruan Ya, et al., A Survey of Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands, translated by Dai Kelai, proof鄄
read by Bai Dongyue, Beijing: Commercial Press, 1978. (in Chinese)
During the recent years, the Vietnamese government has also collected and promulgated similar
decrees to prove that the “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶 belong to it according to history.
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tures in the SCS belonged to Vietnam. 髊
The main idea of the three documents issued by Vietnam (namely the two white
papers issued in 1979 and 1982 respectively and the document issued in 1988) is
that the “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶 were historically part of Vietnam蒺s territo鄄
ry, which argument is substantiated by how Vietnam maintained its sovereignty over
the two archipelagos in history. This viewpoint serves both as the basis and starting
point for Vietnam蒺s claim to sovereignty over SCS insular features, without which,
other claims would be hardly tenable. However, this argument of Vietnam has been
called into question. (See below)
B. Post鄄White Papers: 1990s to the Present
Since the 1990s, although no official documents like the white papers of 1979
and 1982 have been published by Vietnam, the ideas of the two white papers have
been so widely and thoroughly propagandized by the Vietnamese government that the
view that the “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶 are integral territory of Vietnam has
already become deeply rooted among the Vietnamese people, and that Vietnam蒺s be鄄
ing a disputant to SCS island ownership is known to an increasingly large audience in
the world. The widespread publicity of this view both inside and outside Vietnam is a
result of the Vietnamese government蒺s persistently active efforts at propagandizing
these white papers since the 1990s (that is, the Post鄄White Papers Period).
Since the 1990s, although no other official white paper like those in 1979 and
1982 have been published by the Vietnamese government to justify its claims to SCS
insular features, the position of the Vietnamese government can be inferred from rele鄄
vant books written by two key former government officials. Luu Van Loi, former vice
chairman of the Boundary Commission of Vietnam, published in 1995 the Vietnamese
version of The Sino鄄Vietnamese Difference on the Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Archipela鄄
goes, and the English version of the book appeared in the following year, 1996. An鄄
other book is Vietnam蒺s Marks on the East Sea (the SCS is called the “East Sea冶 in
Vietnam) in Vietnamese written by Tr覾̀n C觝ng Tru. c, also former vice chairman of the
Boundary Commission of Vietnam. The two authors both used to be high鄄ranking offi鄄
cials of Vietnam responsible for territory鄄related affairs.
The Sino鄄Vietnamese Difference on the Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Archipelagoes
written by Luu Van Loi includes six chapters: the first two chapters analyze and re鄄
48
髊 “Research and Planning Committee, Ministry of Foreign Affairs冶 ed., A Collection of the SCS
Islands鄄Related Data, Taipei: “Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Republic of China冶, 1996.
fute the bases of China蒺s title to “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶; Chapters III and
IV demonstrate the bases of Vietnam蒺s claims to them; Chapter V construes how Chi鄄
na propagandizes the Islands; and the last chapter again justifies Vietnam蒺s claims.
The appendix includes Memorabilia, historical materials, etc. 髍
Vietnam蒺s Marks on the East Sea written by Tr覾̀n C觝ng Tru. c and published in
2012, “ summarizing Vietnam蒺s available materials related to its territorial bounda鄄
ry冶, is divided into four chapters: the first chapter introduces the geographical loca鄄
tion of Vietnamese seas and islands, and their roles for Vietnam in terms of economy,
defense and security matters, as well as detailed information concerning the location
of various insular features of the Xisha and Nansha Islands; Chapter II describes
relevant legal instruments concerning the seas and islands of Vietnam, involving
Vietnam蒺s exclusive economic zones and continental shelves in the SCS; Chapter III
outlines the history of Vietnam蒺s exercise of sovereignty and jurisdiction over the
Xisha and Nansha Islands, in an attempt to prove that its occupation of the Xisha
Islands and exercise of sovereignty over them are continuous, peaceful, and in full
compliance with international law and practices; the last chapter presents the status
quo of the SCS dispute and its solutions. In addition, the appendix thereto supple鄄
ments the documents issued by the Vietnamese government relating to its maritime
space and continental shelves and the research results of some Vietnamese research鄄
ers. 髎
Although lacking novelty and basically consisting of restatements of Vietnam蒺s
previous two white papers, the two books, after all, adequately represent Vietnam蒺s
official view after the issuance of the two white papers, thus worth of note.
C. Loophole in the Core: Textual Research and Disputes on
“Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶
摇 摇 As a result of Vietnam蒺s propagandizing efforts, it has been known to more and
more people that “ Xisha Islands冶 in Chinese, “ Paracel Islands冶 in English and
“Hoang Sa Islands冶 in Vietnamese refer to the same archipelago in the SCS, so do
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髍
髎
Luu Van Loi, Cuoc Tranh Chap Viet鄄Trung Ve Hai Quan Dao Hoang Sa Va Truong Sa, Hanoi:
Nha Xuat Ban Cong An, 1995; Luu Van Loi, The Sino鄄Vietnamese Difference on the Hoang Sa
and Truong Sa Archipelagoes, Hanoi: The Gioi Publishers, 1996.
Tran Cong Truc, Dau An Viet Nam Tren Bien Dong, Hanoi: Nha Xuat Ban Thong Tin Va Truy鄄
en Thong, 2012. Vietnam revealed that it was planning to publish the English and Chinese edi鄄
tions, which however haven蒺t been available by the press time of this article.
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the “Nansha Islands冶, “ Spratly Islands冶 and “ Truong Sa Islands冶. No one has
questioned the location of the Xisha and Nansha Islands, including Vietnam. Howev鄄
er, not a few people have doubted whether the historical “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa
Islands冶 claimed by Vietnam are really located where the Xisha and Nansha Islands
(Paracels and Spratlys) are; instead, they believe that the so鄄called historical “Ho鄄
ang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶 claimed by Vietnam are actually islands off the coast
of the country, rather than the Xisha and Nansha Islands (Paracels and Spratlys) sit鄄
uated far away from its coast.
China蒺s (Mainland) government and scholars began to refute the theoretical ba鄄
sis of Vietnam蒺s claims to the Xisha and Nansha Islands as early as the late 1970s.
The essential point of such refutation is that Vietnam蒺s so鄄called historical “Hoang Sa
and Truong Sa Islands冶 are its offshore islands rather than synonymous with China蒺s
Xisha and Nansha Islands.
The main research results are as follows (sorted by publication date):
Han Zhenhua, Paracel Recorded in Western Historical Books Is not China蒺s
Xisha Islands: Debunking Vietnamese Authorities蒺 Misrepresentations, Guangming
Daily, 5 April 1980. (in Chinese)
Dai Kelai, Inconcealable Loopholes: On the Similarities and Differences be鄄
tween Vietnam蒺s Two White Papers Concerning the Ownership of the Xisha and Nan鄄
sha Islands, Guangming Daily, 9 June 1980. (in Chinese)
He Jisheng and Xu Hengbin, Lies Cannot Cover Facts: Refuting Vietnam蒺s
Slanders and Attacks on China蒺s Archaeological Work on Xisha Islands, Guangming
Daily, 23 July 1980. (in Chinese)
Han Zhenhua and Wu Fengbin, A Refutal of Vietnamese Authorities蒺 Absurd
Argument that China蒺s Xisha and Nansha Islands Are the So鄄called Hoang Sa and
Truong Sa Islands, People蒺s Daily, 1 August 1980. (in Chinese)
Guo Yongfang, Xisha Is Not “Hoang Sa冶: Vietnamese Historical Books Betray
Vietnamese Authorities蒺 Absurdity, People蒺s Daily, 1 August 1980. (in Chinese)
Dai Kelai and Yu Xiangdong, Ph Bi俸n ta. p lu. c and the So鄄called “Hoang Sa
and Truong Sa Islands冶 Issue, International Studies, No. 3, 1989. (in Chinese)
Liu Wenzong, Vietnam蒺s Perjury and Historical and Legal Bases of China蒺s Sov鄄
ereignty over Xisha and Nansha Islands, Chinese Yearbook of International Law 1989,
Beijing: Law Press, 1990. (in Chinese)
Dai Kelai, “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa冶 Recorded in Vietnam蒺s Ancient Books
Are Not Synonymous with China蒺s Xisha and Nansha Islands: Refuting Vietnam蒺s
“Historical and Geographical Bases冶 for Its Claims to Sovereignty over Xisha and
Nansha Islands, in L俟 Yiran ed., SCS Islands: Geography, History, and Sovereignty,
68
Heilongjiang: Heilongjiang Education Press, 1992. (in Chinese)
Li Jinming, Vietnam蒺s Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Are Not the Same as China蒺s
Xisha and Nansha Islands, China蒺s Borderland History and Geography Studies, No.
2, 1997. (in Chinese)
In addition, Vietnam蒺s theoretical basis has also been challenged by scholars
such as Qiu Hongda from China Taiwan and Park Choon Ho from South Korea.
D. Comparative Study: Hoang Sa vs. Xisha and Truong Sa vs. Nansha
The geographical scope of the Xisha and Nansha Islands announced by the Chi鄄
nese government is not totally consistent with that of the “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa
Islands冶 announced by the Vietnamese government. In fact, the “Truong Sa Islands冶
claimed by the Vietnam is smaller than the Nansha Islands claimed by the Chinese
government.
1. Geographical Difference between the Hoang Sa Islands
and the Xisha Islands
Vietnam蒺s geographical delimitation of the “Hoang Sa Islands冶:
“ It refers to the maritime space extending from 15毅45忆N to 17毅15忆N and from
111毅E to 113毅E, and includes more than 30 insular features dispersed in a mari鄄
time zone measured about 100 nautical miles from east to west and about 85 nau鄄
tical miles from north to south. 冶髏
China蒺s delimitation of the Xisha Islands: from 15毅40忆N to 17毅10忆N, from 111毅
E to 113毅E.
2. Geographical Difference between the Truong Sa Islands
and the Nansha Islands
Vietnam蒺s delimitation of the Truong Sa Islands:
“ It extends from 6毅50忆N to 12毅N and from 111毅30忆E to 117毅20忆E, and includes
more than 100 reef flats and shoals dispersed in a maritime zone that蒺s measured
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髏 V軌u Phi Ho伽ng, Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands are integral parts of Vietnam, translated by
Dai Kelai, Shi Weiguo and Mu Lan, in Dai Kelai and Tong Li eds., A Collection of Vietnam蒺s
Data Related to the Sovereignty over the Paracel and Spratly Islands, Zhengzhou: Henan
People蒺s Publishing House, 1991, p. 139. (in Chinese)
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about 350 nautical miles both from east to west and from north to south. 冶髐
China蒺s delimitation of the Nansha Islands: from 3毅40忆N to 11毅30忆N, from 109毅
30忆E to 117毅50忆E.
芋. Vietnam蒺s Claims to Maritime Space in the SCS
and the Theoretical Basis of Its Claims
摇 摇 Vietnam蒺s claims to maritime space in the SCS fall into two categories:
(1) Exclusive economic zones and continental shelves claimed in the SCS ac鄄
cording to its territorial seas baseline of the mainland; and
(2) Territorial seas, exclusive economic zones and continental shelves that the
SCS insular features claimed by Vietnam “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶 may be
entitled to.
The maritime zones which Vietnam claims in the SCS include territorial waters,
exclusive economic zones and continental shelves based on its mainland and those
based on the “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶. Vietnam has established the territo鄄
rial sea baseline of its mainland and on this basis, delimited the exclusive economic
zones and outer continental shelves that it claims in the SCS. Although no baseline of
territorial seas has been determined for the “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶, Viet鄄
nam has already explicitly stated that the two “archipelagos冶 are parts of its territory,
based on which territorial seas, contiguous zones, exclusive economic zones and con鄄
tinental shelves can be claimed. Thus it is possible for Vietnam to demand territorial
seas, exclusive economic zones and continental shelves for its claimed “Hoang Sa
and Truong Sa Islands冶. With theoretical requirements satisfied, once Vietnam an鄄
nounces the territorial sea baseline of the “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶, the
territorial seas of the two “archipelagos冶 would be determined, and even the basis of
their exclusive economic zones and continental shelves.
A. Vietnam蒺s Claims to Some Maritime Zones in the SCS:
Process and Documents
摇 摇 As early as in 1977, Vietnam began to explicitly raise claims to a vast maritime
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髐 V軌u Phi Ho伽ng, Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands are integral parts of Vietnam, translated by
Dai Kelai, Shi Weiguo and Mu Lan, in Dai Kelai and Tong Li eds., A Collection of Vietnam蒺s
Data Related to the Sovereignty over the Paracel and Spratly Islands, Zhengzhou: Henan
People蒺s Publishing House, 1991, pp. 141 ~ 142. (in Chinese)
space in the SCS in the form of government documents, legislation, etc., including
the following vital documents:
———Statement on the Territorial Sea, the Contiguous Zone, the Exclusive Eco鄄
nomic Zone and the Continental Shelf of 12 May 1977.
———White paper of 1979 concerning the “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶.
———White paper of 1982 concerning the “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶.
———Statement of 12 November 1982 by the Government of the Socialist Repub鄄
lic of Viet Nam on the Territorial Sea Baseline of Viet Nam, in which it蒺s stated that
“the territorial sea, the contiguous zone, the exclusive economic zone and the conti鄄
nental shelf冶 can be claimed based on the “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶, which
“will be determined in a coming instrument冶.
The territorial sea baseline established by Vietnam in 1982 is basically outside
the “U鄄Shaped Line冶 plotted on the map of China; however, if contiguous zones, ex鄄
clusive economic zones and continental shelves are delimited based on the above鄄
mentioned baseline of the territorial sea, most of China蒺s waters inside the “U鄄Shaped
Line冶 are bound to be drawn by Vietnam into its exclusive economic zones and conti鄄
nental shelves. Because China has not yet declared the exact position of the “ U鄄
Shaped Line冶, it is currently impracticable to accurately determine how much waters
inside the Line might overlap with the exclusive economic zones and continental
shelves which Vietnam claims.
———In June 1994, Vietnam signed the United Nations Convention on the Law of
the Sea (UNCLOS).
———In May 2009, Vietnam made a submission to the Commission on the Limits
of the Continental Shelf (CLCS), in which it raised claims to territorial sea, exclu鄄
sive economic zone and continental shelf in the SCS.
On 6 May 2009, Vietnam and Malaysia made a joint submission on the delimita鄄
tion of continental shelves in the south of the SCS to the CLCS.
On 7 May 2009, Vietnam made a submission on the limits of continental shelf
beyond 200 nm to the CLCS.
———On 21 June 2012, the National Assembly of Vietnam adopted the law of the
sea of Viet Nam.
Vietnam stated that the Law of the Sea of Viet Nam was formulated and adopted
“ in order to effectively and consistently apply the principles and provisions of the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of 1982. Considering only a few
legal instruments for and relating to specific maritime affairs have been promulga鄄
ted previously, it蒺s necessary to develop an overarching law of the sea.
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“Vietnam promulgates the Law of the Sea of Viet Nam in order to improve the
legal system in Vietnam, serve ocean and island development, management and
protection, and marine economic development, and provide favorable conditions
for maintaining regional and international peace and stability, being integrated
with international practices, and enhancing cooperation with other countries. 冶
Vietnam claimed that it was entitled to the continental shelf beyond 200 nms ac鄄
cording to the 1982 UNCLOS, the regulations of the CLCS and the natural conditions
of the Vietnamese maritime space. Based on the specific conditions of the maritime
space, political demands and legal principles, Vietnam divides the continental shelf
beyond 200 nms into three areas, namely the northern area that extends along the
continental shelf to the east, and the central and southern (claimed to be under the
joint submission with Malaysia) areas, which are natural extensions of the southeast鄄
ern continental shelf of Vietnam. It attempted to establish three submissions for the
three areas simultaneously.
Vietnam also stated that during the 8 years from 2002 to 2009, its efforts for es鄄
tablishing the outer limits of the continental shelf beyond 200 nms included two major
tasks: (1) geographic (earthquake) survey, depth measurement, baseline determi鄄
nation, observations processing and interpretation and collection of relevant interna鄄
tional information; and (2) development of submission.
The basic legal position of Vietnam蒺s submission is that its sovereignty over the
“Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶 shall be affirmed, but without scientific reference
in developing the submission for the above鄄mentioned islands. This area is in full
conformity to the provisions concerning the islands under Article 121 of the 1982 UN鄄
CLOS. According to the submission co鄄developed by Vietnam and Malaysia, the two
sides agreed to establish the continental shelf 200 nms beyond them, without preju鄄
dice to the interests of both sides and other countries concerned.
Pursuant to the 1982 UNCLOS, the Law of the Sea of Viet Nam provides in
Chapter 域, Article 20 (2) and (3) that:
“ Islands which can sustain human habitation or economic life of their own have
internal waters, territorial sea, contiguous zone, exclusive economic zone and con鄄
tinental shelf.
“Rocks which cannot sustain human habitation or economic life of their own
09
have no exclusive economic zone or continental shelf. 冶輥輮
B. Claims to Maritime Space in the SCS Based on the
Territorial Sea Baseline of the Mainland
摇 摇 Vietnam蒺s claims to the vast maritime space in the SCS are first of all based on
the territorial seas, exclusive economic zones and even outer continental shelves
which it claims according to its territorial sea baseline of the mainland in the SCS.
In 1982, Vietnam declared its territorial sea baseline (See the Appendix), clai鄄
ming that according to the 1982 UNCLOS, it was entitled to vast exclusive economic
zones and continental shelves in the SCS, and thus, the UNCLOS was trumpeted so
as to demonstrate its claims to the rights and interests in the SCS were justified. On
10 December 2012, an article concerning the UNCLOS written by the vice minister of
foreign affairs Ho Xuan Son was published on the website of Nhan Dan, referring to
the 1982 UNCLOS as a “constitution for oceans冶.
In May 2009, Vietnam submitted to the CLCS its claims to the continental shelf
in the SCS. According to its claims to the exclusive economic zone and the outer con鄄
tinental shelf in the SCS, the “U鄄Shaped Line冶 would lie on Vietnam蒺s continental
shelf no matter where it is plotted on the map of China.
Vietnam has already delimited the continental shelf in the south of the SCS joint鄄
ly with Indonesia (2003) and Malaysia (2009).
C. Territorial Seas, Contiguous Zones, Exclusive Economic Zones and
Continental Shelves of the Two Archipelagos
摇 摇 The maritime space which Vietnam claims in the SCS also includes those around
the “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶.
Vietnam has already explicitly claimed the “ sovereignty冶 over the “Hoang Sa
and Truong Sa Islands冶, and stated that according to the law of the sea, the two “ar鄄
chipelagos冶 should have territorial seas and even exclusive economic zones. It has
controlled nearly 30 insular features in the Nansha Islands, including “islands which
19
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輥輮 Article 20 (2) and (3), Chapter II: The Maritime Zone of Viet Nam, the law of the sea of
Viet Nam, at http: / / vietnamnews. vn / politics-laws / 228456 / the-law-of-the-sea-of-viet-
nam. html,28 February 2013; Introduction of the Law of the Sea of Viet Nam, at http: / / cn.
nhandan. org. vn / index. php / documentation / item / 5601-《越南海洋法》介绍. html, 13 March
2013. (in Chinese)
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can sustain human habitation or economic life of their own冶 and “rocks which cannot
sustain human habitation or economic life of their own冶. Although the baselines of
the “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶 have not been publicized yet, “ the govern鄄
ment of Viet Nam shall determine and, upon approval by the National Assembly蒺s
Standing Committee, publicize the baselines in areas where baselines have not been
established冶,輥輯 indicating that the baselines would be possibly publicized at any
time.
As early as 12 May 1977, Vietnam explicitly raised its claims to the territorial
seas, contiguous zones, exclusive economic zones and continental shelves in a gov鄄
ernment statement, even earlier than the white paper of 1979 in which formal claims
were laid to the sovereignty over the “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶. On 12 No鄄
vember 1982, another statement was made by the government of Vietnam to further
publicize its territorial sea baseline. In both statements, it was stressed that the “Ho鄄
ang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶 may have territorial seas, exclusive economic zones
and continental shelves. Vietnam signed the UNCLOS in 1994 and passed the Law of
the Sea of Viet Nam in 2012, laying a legal basis for its claims to the territorial sea,
the exclusive economic zone, and even the outer continental shelf in the SCS.
In the Statement on the Territorial Sea, the Contiguous Zone, the Exclusive E鄄
conomic Zone and the Continental Shelf of 12 May 1977 and the Statement of 12 No鄄
vember 1982 by the Government of the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam on the Territo鄄
rial Sea Baseline of Viet Nam, it was alleged that “the territorial sea, the contiguous
zone, the exclusive economic zone and the continental shelf冶 can be claimed based
on the “Hoang Sa and Truong Sa Islands冶, which “will be determined in a coming
instrument冶.
According to article 5 of the Statement on the Territorial Sea, the Contiguous
Zone, the Exclusive Economic Zone and the Continental Shelf of 12 May 1977, “the
islands and archipelagos, forming an integral part of the Vietnamese territory and be鄄
yond the Vietnamese territorial sea mentioned in Paragraph 1, have their own territo鄄
rial seas, contiguous zones, exclusive economic zones and continental shelves, deter鄄
mined in accordance with the provisions of Paragraphs 1, 2, 3, and 4 of this state鄄
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輥輯 Article 8, Chapter 域: The Maritime Zone of Viet Nam, The Law of the Sea of Viet Nam, at
http: / / vietnamnews. vn / politics-laws / 228456 / the-law-of-the-sea-of-viet-nam. html, 28
February 2013; Introduction to the Law of the Sea of Viet Nam, at http: / / cn. nhandan. org.
vn / index. php / documentation / item / 5601 -《越南海洋法》介绍. html, 13 March 2013. ( in
Chinese)
ment冶. 輥輰
In Article 4 of the Statement of 12 November 1982 by the Government of the So鄄
cialist Republic of Viet Nam on the Territorial Sea Baseline of Viet Nam, it is provid鄄
ed that “[t]he baseline for measuring the breadth of the territorial sea of the Hoang
Sa and Truong Sa Archipelagos will be determined in a coming instrument in conform鄄
ity with paragraph 5 of the 12 May 1977 statement of the Government of the Socialist
Republic of Viet Nam冶 . 輥輱
Vietnam has not publicized the territorial sea baseline of “Hoang Sa and Truong
Sa Islands冶 yet, leading to the shelving of the delimitation of their territorial seas,
contiguous zones, exclusive economic zones and continental shelves.
However, since Vietnam has passed the Law of the Sea of Viet Nam, it is esti鄄
mated it is almost ready to publicize the territorial sea baselines of the two “archipela鄄
gos冶. It is merely a matter of timing for publication. 輥輲
D. Maritime Demarcation in the SCS between Vietnam and
Neighbouring Countries
摇 摇 Vietnam has launched the negotiation on maritime demarcation in the SCS with
the surrounding countries and even entered into agreement on some sea areas with
several of them. However, disputed and non鄄disputed maritime spaces exist either as
a result of overlapping space or of a demarcation agreement. In the Beibu Bay, ex鄄
cept for the bay mouth, demarcation negotiation has already been held and an agree鄄
ment reached, without any dispute or protest by a third party; an agreement on conti鄄
nental shelf delimitation in the southern SCS has been entered into by and between
Vietnam and Malaysia, which is however protested by China; the maritime boundary
delimitation in the southern SCS between Vietnam and Indonesia may also concern
China蒺s interests; and the vast area in the central SCS is largely involved in the dis鄄
putes of interests between Vietnam and China, and even the Philippines蒺 claims to the
39
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Article 5, Statement on the Territorial Sea, the Contiguous Zone, the Exclusive Economic Zone
and the Continental Shelf of 12 May 1977, at http: / / www. un. org / Depts / los / LEGISLATION鄄
ANDTREATIES / STATEFILES / VNM. htm, 28 February 2013.
Article 4, Statement of 12 November 1982 by the Government of the Socialist Republic of Viet
Nam on the Territorial Sea Baseline of Viet Nam, at http: / / www. un. org / Depts / los / LEGISLA鄄
TIONANDTREATIES / STATEFILES / VNM. htm, 28 February 2013.
In 1996, the Chinese government declared the Xisha Islands蒺 territorial sea baseline and re鄄
vealed that the Nansha Islands蒺 would also be publicized when the time is right ( according to
the Declaration of the Government of the People蒺s Republic of China on the Baselines of the
Territiorial Sea, 15 May 1996), which however has not been achieved by now.
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maritime space in the SCS, adding to the complexity of the situation.
The northern, central and southern areas herein are delimited according to
Vietnam蒺s formulation in a rough zoning frame without a clear geographical boundary.
The north area refers to the Beibu Bay, located between Vietnam and China, for
which the maritime boundary has been delimited; the central area extends from the
southern鄄most point of the Beibu Bay as determined by and between Vietnam and
China (21st boundary point: 17毅47忆N, 107毅58忆E) to the northern鄄most point as de鄄
termined by and between Vietnam and Malaysia (12毅53忆16郾 4义N, 114毅23忆30郾 7义E),
on which the disputes mainly involve Vietnam, China and possibly the Philippines;
and the remainder is zoned into the southern area that causes disputes mainly between
Vietnam and Indonesia or Malaysia, which may involve China蒺s interests, depending
mainly on the position and nature of the “U鄄Shaped Line冶 plotted around the SCS on
the map of China.
An agreement on delimiting the exclusive economic zone and the continental
shelf in the Beibu Bay was signed by and between Vietnam and China in 2000, and a
submission on delimiting the continental shelf in the southern SCS was also jointly
submitted to the CLCS by Vietnam and Malaysia, which in fact indicates that the sub鄄
mission had already been fixed by both countries. However, Vietnam has repeatedly
protested China蒺s economic activities in the central area, alleging that such activities
are conducted on its exclusive economic zone and outer continental shelf, and China
has also repeatedly criticized Vietnam for some of its economic activities in the mari鄄
time space under China蒺s jurisdiction, which is however considered unilaterally by
Vietnam its own exclusive economic zone and continental shelf.
1. Delimiting the Beibu Bay between Vietnam and China:
the Bay Mouth Suspended
The maritime space in the Beibu Bay has already been delimited by and between
Vietnam and China.
On 25 December 2000, China and Vietnam signed the Agreement between the
People蒺s Republic of China and the Socialist Republic of Vietnam on the Delimitation
of the Territorial Seas, Exclusive Economic Zones and Continental Shelves in Beibu
Bay. 輥輳
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輥輳 See the full text at http: / / www. fmprc. gov. cn / chn / gxh / zlb / tyfg / t556665. htm, 28 February
2013; or Gazette of the Standing Committee of the National People蒺s Congress of the People蒺s
Republic of China, No. 5, 2004. (in Chinese)
Fig. 1摇 Maritime Boundaries and Common Fishery Zone between China
and Vietnam in the Beibu Bay輥輴
However, the delimitation of the mouth of the Beibu Bay is still under negotia鄄
tion between Vietnam and China, accompanied by repeated disputes that would be
terminated by an agreement on this issue. On 30 November 2012, a survey vessel of
the Petro Vietnam had a brush with a Chinese fishing boat in the maritime space at the
59
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輥輴 Sino鄄Vietnamese maritime boundaries and Common Fishey Zone delimited in Beibu Bay, at ht鄄
tp: / / www. fmprc. gov. cn / mfa_chn / ziliao_611306 / tytj_611312 / tyfg_611314 / t145558. shtml,
14 March 2013. (in Chinese) This Fig. can only roughly illustrate the delimitation agreement
between China and Vietnam, for the location of the boundary points, see the Agreement be鄄
tween the People蒺s Republic of China and the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam on the Delimita鄄
tion of the Territorial Seas, Exclusive Economic Zones and Continental Shelves in Beibu Bay /
Bac Bo Gulf, at http: / / www. fmprc. gov. cn / mfa _ chn / wjb _602314 / zzjg _602420 / bjhysws _
603700 / bhfg_603706 / t556665. shtml, 14 March 2013; ( in Chinese) and the Agreement be鄄
tween the People蒺s Republic of China and the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam on Fishery Coop鄄
eration in Beibu Bay / Bac Bo Gulf, at http: / / www. fmprc. gov. cn / mfa_chn / ziliao_611306 / tytj
_611312 / tyfg_611314 / t556668. shtml, 14 March 2013. (in Chinese)
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bay mouth, to which China and Vietnam made different explanations to the public. 輥輵
2. Central SCS: Disputes between Vietnam and China / Philippines
Vietnam and the Philippines have conflict over the maritime space of the SCS or
more specifically, the Nansha Islands, as a result of their claims to the SCS, which
are however illegal according to China蒺s claims to the SCS (Nansha Islands). By
now, the two countries have not reached any agreement on delimiting the maritime
space of the Nansha Islands, and although positive interactions have been witnessed
between the two countries, none of their efforts have been directed towards delimita鄄
tion.
3. Southern SCS: Vietnam vs. Malaysia / Indonesia / China
The southern SCS may have been caught in the most complex situation. Vietnam
has alleged its delimitation of the southern maritime space in the SCS with Indonesia
and Malaysia, which however probably involves China蒺s rights and interests in this ar鄄
ea.
In 2003, the continental shelf was delimited by Vietnam and Indonesia, and in
May 2009, a submission on delimiting the southern area in the SCS was submitted to
the CLCS jointly by Vietnam and Malaysia.
E. Sino鄄Vietnamese Disputes on the Maritime Space in the
SCS Perceived from Several Cases
摇 摇 Disputes on the attribution and nature of certain spaces in the SCS have arisen
repeatedly between Vietnam and China during the recent years, of which some cases
are listed in the following to provide some insights into the disputes and thus help un鄄
derstand the negative impact on China caused by Vietnam蒺s claims to the maritime
space in the SCS.
1. Nov. -Dec., 2012: Disputes on the Mouth of the Beibu Bay
On 30 November 2012, a survey vessel of PetroVietnam-Binh Minh 02 clashed
with a Chinese fishing boat at the mouth of the Beibu Bay where the maritime space
had not been delimited. Later, Vietnam reported the Chinese fishing boat蒺s act of
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輥輵 Remarks by Foreign Ministry Spokesman Luong Thanh Nghi on 4 December 2012, at http: / /
www. mofa. gov. vn / en / tt_baochi / pbnfn / ns121206103459, 3 March 2013;Regular Press Con鄄
ference Hosted by the Spokesman for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Hong Lei on 6 December
2012, at http: / / www. fmprc. gov. cn / mfa_chn / wjdt_611265 / fyrbt_611275 / t995785. shtml, 28
February 2013. (in Chinese)
cutting Binh Minh 02蒺s cables,輥輶 while China claimed that it was Vietnam蒺s military
vessel interfering with the Chinese fishing boat蒺s normal operation in this maritime
space and Vietnam had already built an unfriendly atmosphere before the two sides
concerned launched the negotiation on delimiting the Beibu Bay. 輥輷
The clash arose at the mouth of the Beibu Bay, which has not been delimited
yet. In early November 2012 before the 18th National Congress of Communist Party of
China was convened, China and Vietnam just began to implement the measures for
delimiting the mouth of the Beibu Bay. And the specific site of the clash was made
clear in the news released by PetroVietnam on 3 December.
2. CNOOC蒺s New Oil Blocks Available for Foreign Cooperation in 2012
The China National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC) declared its oil and gas
blocks in the SCS for exploration and exploitation bidding on 23 June 2012. 輦輮(De鄄
tails available on the website of CNOOC)
9 blocks covering an area of 160,124. 38 km2 are available for exploration and
development cooperation between CNOOC and foreign companies.
a. Introduction of the Open Blocks
淤 Block JY22: mostly lies in the north uplift and central depression of the
Zhongjiannan Basin, and the northeast of the Block lies in the Zhongshaxinan Basin,
with a water depth ranging from 1,500 m to 3,000 m and covering an area of 16,
638. 64 km2 .
于 Block HY10: mostly lies in the central depression and south uplift of
Zhongjiannan Basin, with a water depth ranging from 2,000 m to 3,000 m and cover鄄
ing an area of 17,134. 19 km2 .
盂 Block HY34: mostly lies in the central depression and south uplift of the
Zhongjiannan Basin, with a water depth more than 2,000 m and covering an area of
17,178. 54 km2 .
榆 Block BS16: mostly lies in the south uplift of the Zhongjiannan Basin, with a
water depth more than 2,000 m and covering an area of 16,313. 48 km2 .
虞 Block DW04: mostly lies in the south uplift of the Zhongjiannan Basin, with
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Remarks by Foreign Ministry Spokesman Luong Thanh Nghi on 4 December 2012, at http: / /
www. mofa. gov. vn / en / tt_baochi / pbnfn / ns121206103459, 3 March 2013.
See Regular Press Conference Hosted by the Spokesman for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Hong Lei on 6 December 2012, at http: / / www. fmprc. gov. cn / mfa_chn / wjdt_611265 / fyrbt_
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People蒺s Republic of China Available for Foreign Cooperation in the Year of 2012, at http: / /
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a water depth more than 2,000 m and covering an area of 15,895. 02 km2 .
愚 Block DW22: lies in the south uplift and south depression of the Zhongjian鄄
nan Basin, with a water depth ranging from 300 m to 4,000 m and covering an area
of 20,415. 55 km2 .
舆 Block YQX18: lies in the south depression and south uplift of the Zhongjian鄄
nan Basin, with a water depth ranging from 300 m to 4,000 m and covering an area
of 15,948. 66 km2 .
余 Block RJ03: lies in the northeast part of the Wan蒺an Basin and the north part
of the Nanweixi Basin, with a water depth ranging from 300 m to 3,000 m and cover鄄
ing an area of 22,857. 8 km2 .
俞 Block RJ27: lies in the northeast part of the Wan蒺an Basin and the central
part of the Nanweixi Basin, with a water depth ranging from 300 m to 2,000 m and
covering an area of 17,742. 5 km2 .
b. Boundary Point Coordinates of Partial Open Blocks in Waters under
China蒺s Jurisdiction Available for Foreign Cooperation in 2012
Table 1摇 Boundary Point Coordinates of Partial Open Blocks in Waters under
China蒺s Jurisdiction Available for Foreign Cooperation in 2012輦輯
Block JY22, covering an area of 16,638. 64 km2 Block HY10, covering an area of 17,134. 19 km2
S. N. East Longitude North Latitude S. N. East Longitude North Latitude
1 110毅30忆00义 14毅25忆00义 1 110毅30忆00义 13毅48忆00义
2 112毅45忆00义 14毅25忆00义 2 112毅45忆00义 13毅48忆00义
3 112毅45忆00义 13毅48忆00义 3 112毅45忆00义 13毅10忆00义
4 110毅30忆00义 13毅48忆00义 4 110毅30忆00义 13毅10忆00义
Block HY34, covering an area of 17,178. 54 km2 Block BS16, covering an area of 16,313. 48 km2
S. N. East Longitude North Latitude S. N. East Longitude North Latitude
1 110毅30忆00义 13毅10忆00义 1 110毅30忆00义 12毅32忆00义
2 112毅45忆00义 13毅10忆00义 2 112毅45忆00义 12毅32忆00义
3 112毅45忆00义 12毅32忆00义 3 112毅45忆00义 11毅56忆00义
4 110毅30忆00义 12毅32忆00义 4 110毅30忆00义 11毅56忆00义
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People蒺s Republic of China Available for Foreign Cooperation in the Year of 2012, at http: / /
www. cnooc. com. cn / data / html / news / 2012 - 06 - 23 / chinese / 322013. html, 28 February
2013. (in Chinese)
摇 (Continued from the previous page)
Block DW04, covering an area of 15,895. 02 km2 Block DW22, covering an area of 20,415. 55 km2
S. N. East Longitude North Latitude S. N. East Longitude North Latitude
1 110毅30忆00义 11毅56忆00义 1 110毅30忆00义 11毅21忆00义
2 112毅45忆00义 11毅56忆00义 2 112毅45忆00义 11毅21忆00义
3 112毅45忆00义 11毅21忆00义 3 112毅45忆00义 10毅40忆00义
4 110毅30忆00义 11毅21忆00义 4 109毅52忆00义 10毅40忆00义
Block YQX18, covering an area of 15,948. 66 km2 5 109毅52忆00义 10毅54忆00义
S. N. East Longitude North Latitude 6 110毅30忆00义 10毅54忆00义
1 109毅52忆00义 10毅40忆00义 Block RJ03, covering an area of 22,857. 8 km2
2 111毅50忆00义 10毅40忆00义 S. N. East Longitude North Latitude
3 111毅50忆00义 10毅00忆00义 1 109毅20忆00义 10毅00忆00义
4 109毅52忆00义 10毅00忆00义 2 111毅50忆00义 10毅00忆00义
Block RJ27, covering an area of 17,742. 5 km2 3 111毅50忆00义 09毅15忆00义
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c. Map of Locations for Part of Open Blocks in Waters under China蒺s Jurisdiction
Available for Foreign Cooperation in 2012
Fig. 2摇 Map of Locations for Part of Open Blocks in Waters under Jurisdiction of the
People蒺s Republic of China Available for Foreign Cooperation in the Year of 2012輦輰
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輦輰 CNOOC Press Center: Notification of Part of Open Blocks in Waters under Jurisdiction of the
People蒺s Republic of China Available for Foreign Cooperation in the Year of 2012, at http: / /
www. cnooc. com. cn / data / html / news / 2012 - 06 - 23 / chinese / 322013. html, 28 February
2013. (in Chinese)
摇 摇 Vietnam believes that the 9 blocks in the SCS as the CNOOC publicized on 23
June 2012 are located on its “exclusive economic zone and continental shelf冶 . Here蒺s
the remark by the spokesman of the Foreign Ministry of Vietnam on 26 June:
“First and foremost, it must be affirmed that the area that the China National
Offshore Oil Corporation announced to open for international biddings lies entirely
within Viet Nam蒺s 200-nautical mile exclusive economic zone and continental shelf
in accordance with the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. It
is absolutely not a disputed area.
“The Chinese blatant invitation of bids for an area in Viet Nam蒺s exclusive e鄄
conomic zone and continental shelf is an illegal and invalid action, which serious鄄
ly violates Viet Nam蒺s sovereign rights, jurisdiction right and legitimate national
interests as well as the 1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea to which China
itself is a member State, complicates the situation and causes tensions in the East
Sea.
“Viet Nam strongly condemns and asks that China cancel the above men鄄
tioned wrongful bid invitation, take no further actions that may complicate the sit鄄
uation in the East Sea and expand disputes, strictly comply with the Viet Nam -
China Agreement on basic principles guiding the settlement of maritime issues,
and respect international law, especially the 1982 UN Convention on the Law of
the Sea and the spirit of the Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South
China Sea. 冶輦輱
3. Wan蒺an Bank (B觔i Tu謘 Ch侏nh): Part of Vietnam蒺s Continental Shelf
or of China蒺s Nansha Islands?
The three waves of disputes over Wan蒺an Bank between Vietnam and China since
1992 highlighted the significance of its location, and more importantly, the Sino鄄Vi鄄
etnamese difference in positioning the maritime space in the SCS, especially the
Bank.
The latest wave came on 26 May 2011, when a Chinese ocean surveillance ship
cut off the cables that Vietnam蒺s survey vessel Binh Minh 02 had laid in the maritime
space of the Wan蒺an Bank. Later, Vietnam publicized the evidences of the cut ca鄄
bles, and China stated that it was only a task implemented in the maritime space un鄄
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輦輱 Remark by Vietnamese Foreign Ministry Spokesman Luong Thanh Nghi on 26 June 2012, at ht鄄
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der the jurisdiction of the Chinese government. 輦輲 And thus, the Sino鄄Vietnamese dis鄄
putes over the Bank rose to a new height.
Before this time, another dispute was caused by an agreement輦輳 entered into by
and between CNOOC and Creston in May 1992, on oil and gas resources exploration
in the maritime space of Wan蒺an Bank, which was however considered by Vietnam as
part of its continental shelf and named “B觔i Tu謘 Ch侏nh冶.
According to China蒺s argument, Wan蒺an Bank is an integral part of China蒺s Nan鄄
sha Islands. 輦輴 In 1989, a Chinese Foreign Ministry Spokesperson declared: Vietnam
had infringed upon China蒺s Wan蒺an Bank. 輦輵
4. Vietnam蒺s Other Economic Activities on Its So鄄called “Continental Shelf冶
Vietnam has launched cooperation with several petroleum enterprises from Rus鄄
sia, India, etc. on oil exploration in the SCS during the recent years, and according
to its claims, the agreed area is located on Vietnam蒺s continental shelf, which is how鄄
ever alleged by China to be in the maritime space under the jurisdiction of China.
On 12 April 2012, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Vietnam stated that the oil
and gas cooperation between Vietnam and foreign partners, including Gazprom, was
all developed on its exclusive economic zone and continental shelf in the maritime
space under the sovereignty and jurisdiction of Vietnam, which Vietnam alleged con鄄
formed to international law, in particular the 1982 UNCLOS, and Vietnam would
welcome foreign partners to start oil and gas cooperation on its exclusive economic
zone and continental shelf in compliance with pertinent Vietnamese laws. And Viet鄄
nam undertook and acknowledged to be responsible for protecting the legitimate rights
and interests of foreign cooperation partners. 輦輶
On 7 November 2012, the Prime Minister of Russia, Dmitry Medvedev visited
Vietnam, and the two sides explored the possibility to start exploitation cooperation in
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Vu Trong Khanh and Jacob Gronholt鄄Pedersen, Vietnam Moves on Oil Refinery and Nuclear
Plant, The Wall Street Journal, at http: / / online. wsj. com / article / SB100014241278873238947
04578104402406880678. html, 11 March 2013.
Vu Trong Khanh and Jacob Gronholt鄄Pedersen, Vietnam Moves on Oil Refinery and Nuclear
Plant, The Wall Street Journal, at http: / / online. wsj. com / article / SB100014241278873238947
04578104402406880678. html, 11 March 2013.
F. Implications
Vietnam蒺s claims to the maritime space in the SCS as mentioned above, inclu鄄
ding territorial seas, exclusive economic zones and continental shelves, are based on
the UNCLOS, and the territorial sea baseline is delimited along its mainland and off鄄
shore islands, of which the specific geographic location was publicized on 12 Novem鄄
ber 1982.
From the above case, it can be seen that the Sino鄄Vietnamese dispute over the
maritime space in the SCS covers a wide field, and there are quite a number of over鄄
laps between the continental shelf that Vietnam claims and China蒺s “U鄄Shaped Line冶
in the SCS. The main focus will be set on how to evaluate Vietnam蒺s claims to the ex鄄
clusive economic zone and the continental shelf in the SCS and how to define China蒺s
“U鄄Shaped Line冶 in the future.
郁. Appendix-Related Documents
(Note: Listed below are some documents that might be relevant to China蒺s
claims to the SCS, excluding those relating to the SCS issued by Vietnam vs. Cambo鄄
dia, Thailand and other countries, which have no connection with China蒺s claims to
the SCS. )
Document title Source
Statement on the Territorial Sea,
the Contiguous Zone, the Exclusive
Economic Zone and the Continental
Shelf of 12 May 1977
Statement on the Territorial Sea, the Contiguous Zone, the
Exclusive Economic Zone and the Continental Shelf of 12
May 1977, at http: / / www. un. org / Depts / los / LEGISLA鄄
TIONANDTREATIES / STATEFILES / VNM. htm, 5 March
2013.
White Paper of Viet Nam (28 Sep鄄
tember 1979)
Dai Kelai and Tong Li eds., A Collection of Vietnam蒺s Data
Related to the Sovereignty over the Paracel and Spratly
Islands, Zhengzhou: Henan People蒺s Publishing House,
1991, pp. 53 ~ 67. (in Chinese)
White Paper of Viet Nam (18 Jan鄄
uary 1982)
Dai Kelai and Tong Li eds., A Collection of Vietnam蒺s Data
Related to the Sovereignty over the Paracel and Spratly
Islands, Zhengzhou: Henan People蒺s Publishing House,
1991, pp. 69 ~ 97. (in Chinese)
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Document title Source
Statement of 12 November 1982
by the Government of the Socialist
Republic of Viet Nam on the Ter鄄
ritorial Sea Baseline of Viet Nam
Statement of 12 November 1982 by the Government of the
Socialist Republic of Viet Nam on the Territorial Sea Base鄄
line of Viet Nam, at http: / / www. un. org / Depts / los / LEGIS鄄
LATIONANDTREATIES / STATEFILES / VNM. htm, 5 March
2013.
Document of the Ministry of For鄄
eign Affairs of Viet Nam ( April
1988)
Dai Kelai and Tong Li eds., A Collection of Vietnam蒺s Data
Related to the Sovereignty over the Paracel and Spratly
Islands, Zhengzhou: Henan People蒺s Publishing House,
1991, pp. 99 ~ 117. (in Chinese)
Agreement between the People蒺s
Republic of China and the Social鄄
ist Republic of Vietnam on the
Delimitation of the Territorial
Seas, Exclusive Economic Zones
and Continental Shelves in Beibu
Bay (2000)
Gazette of the Standing Committee of the National People蒺s
Congress of the People蒺s Republic of China, No. 5, 2004;
Agreement between the People蒺s Republic of China and the
Socialist Republic of Vietnam on the Delimitation of the Ter鄄
ritorial Seas, Exclusive Economic Zones and Continental
Shelves in Beibu Bay, at http: / / www. fmprc. gov. cn / mfa_
chn / ziliao_611306 / tytj_611312 / t556665. shtml, 28 Febru鄄
ary 2013.
Joint submission by Malaysia and
the Socialist Republic of Vie Nam
(May 2009)
Joint submission by Malaysia and the Socialist Republic of
Viet Nam, at http: / / www. un. org / Depts / los / clcs _ new /
submissions_ files / submission _ mysvnm _33 _2009. htm, 5
March 2013.
Submission by the Socialist Re鄄
public of Viet Nam (May 2009)
Submission by the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam, at ht鄄
tp: / / www. un. org / Depts / los / clcs_new / submissions_ files /
submission_vnm_37_2009. htm, 5 March 2013.
The Law of the Sea of Viet Nam
(21 June 2012)
The Law of the Sea of Viet Nam, at http: / / vietnamnews.
vn / politics-laws / 228456 / the - law - of - the - sea - of - viet -
nam. html, 5 March 2013; Introduction of the Law of the
Sea of Viet Nam, at http: / / cn. nhandan. org. vn / index.
php / documentation / item / 5601-《越南海洋法》介绍. html,
13 March 2013. (in Chinese)
(Translator: TAN Shuangpeng
English editor:Lindsey Ehret)
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